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The nonviolent character of the revolution conjures up at the most abstract level of philosophical 

understanding Kant’s Zum Ewigen Frieden (Treatise for Perpetual Peace TPP 1795).
2
 From this 

classic classic, I draw a bridge to the modern classic of Robert Cover, “Violence and the Word” 

(1986).
3
 These texts are unlikely bedfellows, but the choice distils a sustained search for an 

absolute, ‘flawless’ theory of nonviolence.
4
  

 

For a proper understanding of the ongoing Middle Eastern revolution in its nonviolent 

manifestations, Kant offers a dual prism: one is domestic, the other international. For a proper 

understanding of the limits of nonviolence in a democratic system, be it majoritarian or 

unitarian,
5
 Cover offers the ultimate reality check. 

 

First the TPP. The theme of ‘perpetual peace’ by treaty runs the course of the full 18
th

 century, 

and Kant is the third great Enlightenment figure in a debate started in the immediate aftermath of 

the Utrecht Treaty (1712) by L’Abbé de Saint-Pierre’s Projet de paix perpétuelle,[] and by 

Rousseau fifty years later in his Ecrits sur l’Abbé de Saint-Pierre.[] It finds its ultimate 

philosophical expression in Kant’s Treatise on Perpetual Peace (1795).[] For Kant, as condition 

to a world of perpetual peace, the constitution of countries needs to be republican. By republican, 

he means a state ruled by law as devised by the enlightened and rational citizen, and republic is a 

rough equivalent to our modern-age ‘democratic’.
6
 Kant elaborates his TPP on Rousseau’s 1761 
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edition
7
 of the earlier 18

th
 century work of Abbé de Saint-Pierre’s Projet de paix perpétuelle 

(1713).
8
 But the Abbé does not care about the nature of the government in power, and his 

address goes to the enlightened despot in a traditional Mirror of the Princes genre. In contrast, 

Rousseau and Kant put a republican=democratic regime at the heart of international peace. All 

three 18
th

 century luminaries have in common an objective that underlines the arc of human 

destiny leaning towards the end of organised political violence known as war.  

 

How does one abolish war? For the Abbé, the rulers of Europe should agree on a League of 

European Nations where they share an understanding of their relations that is regulated without 

armed conflict.
9
 An irenic idea then, three hundred years later some of its striking language is 

strongly reminiscent of the coming together of Europe in Jean Monnet’s vision, down to the 

description of the countries that are part of European peace since the EU came together as EEC 

in 1957. From Muscovy to the Iberian Peninsula, the member states of the Abbé’s vision 

uncannily cover the terrain of the current EU.
10

 At least in that geographic meeting, the Abbé 

may not have been as idealistic as he has been generally portrayed.
11

  

 

Rousseau, tasked with reviving the Abbé’s work, comes up with such a dissonant result that 

occasionally it is difficult to recognize his thought from the text he is editing. At moments, he 

seems to follow the Abbé faithfully; at other moments, he undermines the very text he purports 

to edit. On the dissonant side, Rousseau has no faith in the monarchs that his role model seeks to 

bring together in a European union.
12

 War for them is a necessary tool to exact obedience from 

their people, a license of power that they cannot and will not abandon.
13

 It is part of a ruler’s 

sovereignty to wage war, and he will not abandon such a defining power of its very 

sovereignty.
14

 The axiom epitomises the realist school. Rousseau’s depiction of war as a 

continuation of the monarch’s domestic policy is a powerful adumbration of Clausewitz’s most 

famous axiom in his 1832 treatise, as well as a nod to Machiavelli.  The causes of war are many, 

no doubt, but the central cause in this realist theory emanates from a sovereign for whom war is 

an absolute privilege that he cannot and will not surrender.
15

 There is for Rousseau no end to war 

in a context where the sovereign is the absolute monarch, by definition a despot. Waging war as 

an emanation of sovereignty is co-terminous with the sovereign’s being. 
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Rousseau shows that the Abbé was wrong, because he missed or obscured the defining trait of 

the European sovereign: his despotism. Building on his most famous contribution to political 

philosophy, Rousseau elevates the terrain of the debate to a social contract where the monarch is 

no longer the sovereign, acting of his own will to shape the destiny of the nation. Rousseau’s 

condition for the success of the Abbé’s peace is for the people to be sovereign, in republics 

where the citizens have no particular interest in ending up on the slaughter field, and where the 

arbitrary despot whom they have not chosen has been vanquished and is no more. A monarch 

will by definition use the war to assert or reassert his sovereignty over his people. It is a tool he 

can never abandon.
16

 Only by replacing a sovereign monarch by a sovereign people, Rousseau 

explains, can the Abbé’s project survive.  

 

As he exposes the Abbé’s limitations, Rousseau also provides the bridge to Kant. The 

republican-democratic twist made by Rousseau in his edition of the Projet and other writings, 

especially the Social Contract, is taken up by Kant in the wake of the French Revolution. The 

French Revolution inscribes Rousseau and Voltaire’s republican contract in tangible reality, very 

much like the Middle East Revolution inscribes nonviolence in the reality of the 21
st
 century.

17
 In 

Kant’s short treatise, the republican theory is fleshed out enough to ring as powerfully today as it 

did in 1795. It is known as the ‘democratic peace theory’, and dominates the discussion on war 

in the international realm.
18

  

 

In a long and uneven history, the advocates of Kant’s TPP count a host of movements for peace
19

 

who succeed in the wake of the two world wars to create the League of Nations and the United 

Nations in Kantian fashion, writing up universal declarations of basic rights, and popularising 

Kant’s treatise into the end of history metaphor.
20

  

 

And yet reality is stubborn, and wars continue mugging us with it. Strengthened by the 300+ 

interstatal wars since the French Revolution, the realists’ theory is inspired by balance of powers 

and the dark side of human nature.
21

 In the context of its ugliest manifestation in the international 

killing fields of the First World War that defines the modern age,
22

 perhaps their most 

convincing theoretician is Lenin, who sees the competition over world resources and markets as 

the natural harbinger of war.
23

 He called it ‘imperialism’. The argument is that as long as 
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capitalism runs the world economic system, countries will embark on wars to defend and expand 

the market share of their industries abroad. 

 

In that once famous tractate of Imperialism as the final stage of capitalism (1917) which is 

equated with the horrors of World War I, the minor argument made by Kant about trade as the 

facilitator of peace amongst republics is turned on its head by Lenin.
24

 Trade amongst capitalist 

countries carries a logic of imperialism that inevitably develops into war. Strengthened by the 

atrocities of World War I, Lenin follows on a comment of Friedrich Engels thirty years earlier, 

which rings eerily today as a prophesy of the doomsday logic of capitalism:  

 

No war is any longer possible for Prussia-Germany except a world war and a world war 

indeed of an extent and violence hitherto undreamt of. Eight to ten million soldiers will 

massacre one another and in doing so devour the whole of Europe until they have stripped it 

barer than any swarm of locusts has ever done. The devastations of the Thirty Years’ War 

compressed into three or four years, and spread over the whole Continent; famine, pestilence, 

general demoralisation both of the armies and of the mass of the people produced by acute 

distress; hopeless confusion of our artificial machinery in trade, industry and credit, ending in 

general bankruptcy; collapse of the old states and their traditional state wisdom to such an 

extent that crowns will roll by dozens on the pavement and there will be nobody to pick them 

up; absolute impossibility of foreseeing how it will all end and who will come out of the 

struggle as victor; only one result is absolutely certain: general exhaustion and the 

establishment of the conditions for the ultimate victory of the working class.
25

 

 

World War I provides a strong empirical counter-argument to Kant in the trade wars-imperialist 

theory.
26

 Whatever one thinks of Lenin’s intellectual rigor, even Adam Smith himself wrote 

some doubts on open trade conditioning international peace.
27

 This derives from the observation 

in book v of the Wealth of Nations that it is the duty of the state to facilitate commerce by 

supporting what we would call infrastructure, domestically, and trade routes internationally: ‘The 

protection of trade in general has always been considered as essential to the defence of the 

commonwealth, and, upon that account, a necessary part of the duty of the executive power.’
28
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Taxes are levied by the state to support its task in protecting free trade, and this task is carried 

out when necessary by military means.
29

 The flag, and the cannon, follow the trade. 

 

A compromise between free trade as a condition to end wars (Kant, the classic Adam Smith, and 

the WTO) and the Leninist view of war as the natural stage of competing nations to augment 

their world share of resources (with variations in Rousseau, the other Adam Smith through to 

Henry Kissinger) can be seen in the League of Nations/UN structure. To avert wars under these 

compromise arrangements, a league of united nations is created between states, irrespective of 

the way they are run. So long as their governments proffer a rhetorical espousal of non-

aggression, the league admits states into its midst. The two main institutions following the two 

world wars have espoused the model, which is openly expressed in Article 2 of the UN Charter.
30

  

 

Despite the scepticism towards the democratic peace theory,
31

 whether in doubting trade as the 

great unifier of nations, or whether economic and other interests always trump peace, there is no 

alternative in philosophy to TPP. Kant’s treatise provides the only possible model for ending the 

era of international violence. That template has been modified by a neutrally defined state, set up 

in UN-charter mode instead of the Rousseau-Kant democratic-republican condition, but the 

relevance of TPP is hardly dented in the process. It continues to provide the most powerful 

intellectual framework for international peace amongst nations, irrespective of whether trade is 

beneficial or detrimental. Since there is no alternative, Kant remains relevant by default.   

 

The democratic peace theory is the only philosophical game in town. Naysayers of the Lenin 

persuasion may be right in showing that world wars are the natural result of the contradictions of 

capitalism. They may be right that capitalism’s free trade mantra is far more belligerent than its 

defenders like  to describe it, but this is their main contribution, and it is negative. Free trade may  

not be the answer to war, and may contribute to its perpetuation. But they have nothing to 

replace it with, except an idea of classless world socialism for a moribund Marxism-Leninism 

and an impossible world government. With the end of USSR-style socialism in the last decade of 

the 20
th

 century, the field of international relations is a wasteland, save for Kant. Three centuries 

hence, Kant’s template wins as the only guide to world peace. 
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There is more to the enduring intellectual power of TPP. While the UN template is recognizable 

in the Abbé-Rousseau-Kant’s Project for Perpetual Peace, Rousseau and Kant do not find it 

sufficient to establish perpetual peace by bringing world powers on a commonly agreed irenic 

charter. For Kant in particular, any institutionalised League must be premised on republicanism, 

which projects into the international sphere a jus cosmopoliticum that is still wanting, precisely 

because the domestic nature of the law within nations has not matured into a republican -- we say 

nowadays democratic – model across the world: 

.  

Every just constitution, as far as the persons who accept it are concerned, will be one of the 

following: 

1. one conforming to the civil rights of men in a nation (jus civitatis); 

2. one conforming to the rights of nations in relation to one another; 

3. one conforming to the rights of world citizenship, so far as men and nations stand in 

mutually influential relations as citizens of a universal nation of men (jus cosmopoliticum). 

These are not arbitrary divisions, but ones that are necessary in relationship to the idea
32

 of 

international peace.
33

 

 

The ‘rights of world citizenship’ sound like a proclamation drafted by Amnesty International. 

Indeed, Kant’s Idea of international peace is contingent on the fulfilment of these rights.  

Nonviolence amongst republics corresponds to the prevailing nonviolence inside the republic, ius 

civitatis, which is also expressed in the Wilsonian condition of democracy made safe for the 

world in the wake of the First World War. TPP endures. 

 

Kant’s syllogism can be put in the following terms: informed by republics abiding by the rule of 

law and democratic norms, peace inside countries projects in the international sphere in a league 

of republics that never go to war with each other because they adhere to the external version of 

the domestic state of peace. Nonviolent interaction between citizens of a republican state 

becomes the same as nonviolent interaction between republican states. Jus civitatis becomes the 

same as jus cosmopoliticum. Cosmopolitan law, as the extension of a republic’s domestic peace, 

supplements, supersedes and completes the imperfect ‘law of nations’, what we call today 

international law, under Kant’s ‘constitution of the rights of nations’.
34
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This is where Cover’s input becomes relevant. While his seminal article is elliptic, his immense 

appeal in the legal academic world may be in his unwitting response to Kant. In ‘Violence and 

the Word’, the international projection of violence is not discussed. Cover is only interested in 

tearing down a mistruth, namely that law and those who uphold it do not resort to violence in 

order to lay domestic disputes to rest. ‘Violence and the word’ is blunt: let’s not kid ourselves, 

Cover says, with our clean conscience of self-absorbed lawyers in a republic where we allegedly 

provide peace as the ultimate product of the rule of law. Yes, our republican metaphor is the 

judge.
35

 But the judge’s daily task is ‘to deal pain and death’.
36

 The violent word’s greatest 

illustration lies in the criminal process, where the judge’s violence constantly lurks in rules of 

contempt and related coercive measures, all the way to the death penalty. But even losers in 

private litigation know that they need to apply the judge’s decision because they will be 

eventually coerced into abiding by it with fines and incarceration if they do not obey. That good 

citizens, and even apprehended criminals, will generally bow to the decision, comes from their 

fear of the violence exercised by the state if they don’t. Cover and Weber’s monopoly of 

violence in the state meet naturally,
37

 and form the shared premises of our collective thinking as 

citizens. What we do not think of naturally enough is that our domestic peace is based on 

violence when needed. ‘[A] political theory of democratic action explicitly recognizes that 

solving collective action problems requires lawgiving, and that lawgiving requires coercion—

getting people to do what they would not otherwise do through the threat of sanction and the use 

of force. The work of democracy is to make that coercion legitimate.’
38

 Nonviolence is the result 

of the citizen’s common fear of state violence ultimately vesting in the judge dealing pain and 

death. 

 

In this perspective, Kant’s theory becomes suddenly unalluring. By projecting the republican 

central value of the rule of law onto the international sphere, the law of nations forms the natural 

foreign expression to violence as surrendered by the citizens, in a republican norm, to their 

government. In fact, Kant is far more perspicacious in his idealism than he gets credit for. In this 

scheme of peace underwritten by a league of republics, disputes internationally are resolved in 

the same way as internal disputes, in some conflict-solving mechanisms crowned by agreed rules 

short of outright violence.
39

 Like the League of Nations and the UN, the Permanent Court of 
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International Justice (PCIJ) and its successor the International Court of Justice (ICJ) are 

adumbrated in the TPP, although Kant seems to suggest that any such judicial mechanism may 

not be needed. The understanding of nations, like the understanding of citizens within them, is 

that coercion will apply in their disputes if they do not abide by the decision of the legal arbiter 

they have chosen to adjudicate it. The reason why the ICJ after the PCIJ was unable to establish 

world peace is because nations have chosen not to surrender that power in the way their citizens 

have domestically. And that is because not all nations are republics. Once they are, peace turns 

perpetual, as in the shingle of the tavern that starts Kant’s treatise.
40

 

 

The power of Kant’s republican legal process, and its acknowledgment in Cover through the 

iteration of the judge’s word in the latter sections of ‘Violence and the Word’,
41

 provide violence 

with a legitimacy we generally call democratic. A tyranny is easily distinguished from a republic. 

Republicanism is self-government by the people through freely elected representatives. There is 

no ‘hybrid system’,
42

 only possibly a transitional one, and the line between democracy and 

authoritarian rule is a bright one. It takes place first and foremost at the ballot box for the choice 

of the chief executive in the country, and in a set of other institutions and citizens’ basic rights 

that the judiciary protects in case of dispute or transgression. Cover’s residue of violence as the 

central component of the state does not evaporate, it only gets tempered by the iterative, 

deliberative sinews of democracy in its millions of daily manifestations coalescing around a 

national constitution as enduring social understanding of the mechanisms of nonviolent 

conviviality.*  

 

With the help of Robert Cover, and the philosophical challenge caused by the Middle East 

revolution, we must now read Kant’s blind spot elsewhere. Even in republics, violence remains 

active daily. One can subscribe to the distinction between a state where violence is legitimised by 

the democratic system punishing those who violate the social contract freely admitted by the 

majority with due regard to the basic rights of individuals and minorities, and violence which is 

wielded by a tyrant. The difference is in the nature of government. But in either case, violence, 

not peace, upholds the domestic system. This renders any international projection void ab initio. 

Projecting domestic peace internationally is flawed because the Republic has violence at its heart 

in the daily meting out by the judge of pain and death on the citizens. Domestic peace is violent. 
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This is Cover’s emphatic lesson. In his republican enthusiasm to project it internationally, Kant 

forgets this essential truth.  

 

Cover did not consider the realm of ‘Violence and the word’ from an international angle. My 

argument here puts words in Cover’s mouth, whose work is solely concerned with the domestic 

plane, with violence being tempered in the second part of Cover’s article through the 

consensual/democratic language society uses to justify its agreement on the judge’s meting out 

pain and death.
43

 Here there is no paradox. In the best of all ideal worlds, violence remains a 

staple of the domestic use of law, an integral part from which no one dissents, -- including 

Gandhi, Martin Luther King and the Middle East nonviolent revolutionaries.
44

 Even Gandhi 

couldn’t think otherwise: ‘Nevertheless I have conceded that even in a non-violent State a police 

force may be necessary... The police of my conception will, however, be of a wholly different 

pattern from the present-day force.... Its ranks will be composed of believers in non-violence... In 

fact the policemen will be reformers. Their police work will be confined primarily to robbers and 

dacoits.’
45

 We plainly hear Gandhi the criminal lawyer, who admits that however unarmed the 

bobby-policeman may be, some violence needs to be exercised sometime against ‘robbers and 

dacoits’. In the letter from the Alabama prison, injustice is denounced by Martin Luther King in 

its structural ties to racial discrimination. Incarceration of the criminally guilty is just in a 

republic, because the republic is just and equal.
46

  

 

The distinction between political and criminal acts creates another puzzling plane. In a republic, 

a criminal act is by definition not political. This is a given for the dacoits of Gandhi, but the civil 

rights movement in the United States is less comfortable with the distinction. It is supported 

philosophically by Foucault. In Foucault’s rigorous philosophy of criminality, political and 

criminal acts converge into one and the same world. In that blurred line, even the domestic 

criminal dimension of robbers and ‘dacoits’ in Gandhi’s police work is subject to structural 

deconstruction, and is read in the same way as the response to political crime. This is the radical 

view of Michel Foucault when he questions the rise of incarceration, a coercive act, from the 

Grand Renfermement of the mad men and women (Histoire de la Folie) to the jailing of the 

serial murderer (Moi, Alain Rivière). Foucault stretches the imagination of repression with great 

pith, pushing Cover beyond the limit, so that the coercive, physical characteristic of criminal 
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justice becomes the bedrock of order in society in Surveiller et Punir. The coercive process 

knows no boundary between political and criminal insubordination to the system.
47

 Non-political 

criminality is troubling to nonviolence and prevents it from being absolute. This is the response 

of Foucault to Kant.
48

  

 

Because Foucault is so far ahead, that puzzle remains unsolved. For the purposes of Perpetual 

Peace between nations, it is too advanced to appear on the radar of the political imagination, and 

it has been reported that Foucault himself was disappointed that his formidable contributions 

were not being given a practical edge.[] For purposes of our discussion, however, the domestic 

line between political and nonpolitical crime, from the perspective of absolute nonviolence, is 

too ‘far ahead’ to make an impact on the passage from the domestic peace of a republic and its 

projection internationally into perpetual peace amongst republican nations. We need to accept 

that all social order is repressive, whether democratic or not, and ignore the line between 

political and criminal acts. Projecting such a repressive order internationally must be repressive, 

whatever the Abbé through Kant say. One is projecting a domestic order which is 

quintessentially brutal under pretense of perpetual peace onto the international scene. This 

cannot stand. 

 

Where does this lead us in the understanding of our Middle Eastern nonviolent revolution? Two 

main themes obtaining from the discussion so far can be rephrased as follows. 

 

Kant: eternal peace amongst nations can be achieved when they all become democratic, as jus 

cosmopoliticum approximates jus civitatis. The agreed international referee is the best possible 

projection of the domestic judge.  

Cover: Domestic peace is violent. The domestic judge in the republic deals pain and death all the 

time, every single day. 

 

Thus the paradox: We are trying to build nonviolence in a world running on a domestic structure 

of violence. We are confronted by the Middle Eastern and other revolutionaries’ ‘nonviolence’ in 

a system premised on violence as the central ingredient of its rule of law in a democratic 

constitution.  
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It is a paradox that is hard to solve in the absolute, and gets even more philosophically trying 

when Cover doubles up into Foucault, and the line between political crime and non-political 

crime is further blurred.  

 

At first glance, the paradox may get a spatial solution, but this solution only reinforces it.
49

  

 

Spatially, coercion in the international sphere can be envisaged in various ways, and its main 

format two hundred years hence vests in the chosen arbitrator of peace and war, the Security 

Council. A compromise was found in 1945 in the veto of the P-5 states, irrespective of whether 

they are democratic, and in limitations on the ICJ’s jurisdiction to those who submit to its writ. 

With the shortcomings of both the Security Council and the ICJ in creating an international space 

for the rule of law, the International Criminal Court (ICC) emerged in 1998 as another remedy 

based on jus cosmopoliticum, which gets the commitment of atrocities directed away from 

punishing nations ICJ-style and towards the retribution of individual actors for crimes against 

humanity and genocide. This is all Kant unrolling slowly in the international sphere. 

 

Another spatial qualification further tempers the paradox. In the absence of an international 

community that agrees on an international judge dealing violence to the recalcitrant nation or 

individual, the debate is mooted from the start. There is no discernible community that can agree 

on a jus cosmopoliticum because there is no discernible community for a unified world 

government.
50

 This, however, does not necessarily undermine the Kantian theory. True, the UN 

Charter simply lacks the cultural attachment of the Americans or the Germans to their 

constitution. But there has arisen a community of law that we call the international human rights 

movement, and its language is the language of human rights cosmopolitanism. Fuzzy as it 

remains because of its firm entrenchment in a civil society category, its impact and intensity 

cannot be disregarded.
51

 This, again, is a variation of Kant gradually unfolding in the 

international sphere. 

 

So the paradox may therefore not be as severe as it seems. Spatially, constitutional rule in 

republics strewn all over the planet can still provide democratic peace, in which the exercise of 
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violence is variously regulated, by the Security Council, by diplomacy, by the ICJ and in other 

fora, including through the increasing deterrence of universal jurisdiction and the ICC. This 

space is further protected by an enhanced system of accountability whose universal community 

motto is ‘No to Impunity’ in the international sphere. Cover grows slowly into Kant. After the 

ICC, we are all Kantian.[] 

 

The conclusion would therefore be that the Kant-Cover paradox can be reconciled spatially. It 

takes the form of a referee emanating from the league of republics whose decisions are binding 

on them. Like violence in domestic jurisdictions, it shrinks and expands to the extent of the 

government’s consent to the cosmopolitan rule of the international judge.  

 

The Kantian road is therefore clear: in a republic, the judge uses violence to establish order. In 

the international sphere, the international judge provides the equivalent role. Perpetual Peace is 

contingent on the international judge. In that context, there is no place for an absolute philosophy 

of nonviolence. 

 

I would like to pursue a line of more radical thinking that not only dispenses with the Kant-

Cover paradox spatially, but seeks to solve it in the absolute. This absolutist quest is key to the 

Middle East revolution under way. Solving it in absolute may be possible, in the argument 

attempted here, under a temporal conception that very much depends on the nature of the 

ongoing revolution in the Middle East in its nonviolent Hegelian spirit. As world-historic event, 

this is the central philosophical challenge for the Middle East Revolution. 

 

Is a nonviolent revolution possible in absolute? Despite a combined reading of Kant and Cover 

that underscores the impossibility of a war-free world because there is no violence-free set of 

countries, a flawless universal theory of nonviolence can still find a place in real life. Absolute 

nonviolence is not possible spatially, but the revolution makes it possible temporally.  

 

In empirical terms, this is how the absolute character of the non-violent revolution can be 

vindicated in the light of the Middle East Revolution. 
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We have witnessed, and continue to witness, absolutely nonviolent revolutions where not a 

single policeman, not a single soldier, not a single official dealing pain and death to people is 

harmed. Sure, revolutions are a messy business.
52

 In Lebanon in 2005-06, in Iran in 2009-10, 

there was no death at all, by that I mean no death occasioned by revolutionaries, for it is a 

dialectic given that a revolution is nonviolent only when the state response is violent. That, 

surely, does not make the Cedar Revolution pristine – there were deaths later, in 2006-07 in 

street clashes, but one can conceive of a zero-casualty revolution. Absolute nonviolence exists, 

and challenges the full received philosophical and legal tradition because of what’s happening in 

the Middle East in that very practical, conscious mode.
53

  

 

The beginning of the turmoil across the Middle East in 2011 is a stronger marker for philosophy 

and action, idealism and practice, to come together in absolute harmony in the nonviolent 

revolution. Nonviolent revolutions raise difficult moral and practical questions.  

 

A condition for the revolution to be nonviolent is for nonviolence to be perceived as such, 

including in the self-perception of the revolutionaries. The example of the first Palestinian 

Intifada in 1987 is illustrative of that risk. It was not generally perceived as nonviolent, even by 

its actors, indeed it was the ‘revolt of the stones’ for those who made it. Despite the obvious 

imbalance between throwing stones and the state machinery of violent repression carried out by 

the Israeli government, the 1987 mass movement, and the far more violent upheaval in 2000, 

could not be portrayed as nonviolent. Perception is key.    

 

In an upheaval where the mobilization of millions takes place, sometimes over several months as 

in Syria and Yemen, limited violent incidents carried out against the government do not taint the 

massively nonviolent character of the movement, so long as they are incidents and their 

perpetrators denounced, and the perception of nonviolence as the exclusive means carried out in 

the street holds its ground. In a documentary on the nonviolent revolution that dislodged Serbia’s 

dictator in 2000, one of the leaders of the movement explained how ‘there is always the risk of 

an idiot ruining the whole movement.’
54

 The idiot can be dealt with.  
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Another version is the agent provocateur. In various shapes, his figure was evident at various 

stages in Tunisia and Egypt, and in Yemen and Bahrain, and in other revolutions carried out on a 

far lesser scale of mobilization in Jordan or Saudi Arabia. If the agent provocateur who uses 

violence from within the demonstration is planted by the government, he actually is part of the 

apparatus of repression. The refusal of the revolutionaries to use violence against him is a 

variation on the nonviolence pursued against the rest of the security forces. If the agents 

provocateurs constitute a marginal collection of individuals within the much larger popular mass 

of nonviolent revolutionaries, constraining them can take place in a number of ways that fall 

short of physical harm.  

 

There is a risk when activities by such ‘idiots’ grow to become dominant in the revolution and 

become so prominent that its nonviolent character risks being lost. In a phenomenon that 

involves millions acting nonviolently, the idiot revolutionary who chooses to kill the policeman, 

soldier or governmental thug, and the agent provocateur who prods violence from within the 

crowd do not easily undermine the absoluteness of the nonviolent movement. 

 

Also on the very practical day-to-day unfolding of nonviolence, the grey area is peopled by a 

modicum of self-defence that does not undermine the nonviolent dimension of the revolution, so 

long as it is limited, proportionate, and occasional. Self-defence can be calibrated, as in domestic 

law, with imminence, proportionality, and inevitability. The requirement is even more 

compelling in the protection of others. Defending one’s child with some measure of coercion 

against state repression is such a case, which Gandhi himself agrees to in a domestic context.
55

   

 

Nonviolence does not mean suicide, and revolutionaries have a moral duty to exercise self-

preserving care. Indeed, physical sacrifice is anathema to the nonviolent philosophy of the 

revolution, whether inflicted to others or to one’s own body. Taking risks by demonstrating in 

the street despite tanks and snipers is one thing, self-immolating an altogether different one. 

Nonviolence has no patience for self-immolators, however much people are awed by their 

abandon.
56

 As in the celebrated response of Unamuno to the fascist cry Viva la muerte, 

nonviolent revolution does not brook suicide as a constituent element.
57
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Even the physical movement of the demonstrators against the palace of the dictator, its 

occupation and the physical arrest of the dictator can materialise in a manner that keeps 

nonviolence absolute. In that last moment of the people laying their hand on the dictator in his 

palace, this ultimate revolutionary action equates as closely as possible with the most legitimate 

citizen’s arrest.    

 

Beyond the moral gravity of some of these action choices, the Middle East revolution’s million 

episodes trigger a reading in the minor mode: revolutions can be messy and yet remain massively 

nonviolent, and so perceived, despite the moral quandaries posed by these actions. For we are 

talking of a revolution that includes by definition thousands and millions of participants, and the 

tragic choice or mistake in one episode should not be allowed to blur the essence. Still, an even 

higher abstract level marking total convergence between reality and rationality in Hegelian terms 

can be attained. It is time-bound.  

 

In this lies the solution to the Kant-Cover paradox. The absolute theory of nonviolent revolution 

can be articulated temporally, world-historically, on those more abstract absolute terms. The 

nonviolent revolution, in its massive Middle Eastern dimension, illustrates its flawless capacity 

over time by anticipating a day where legitimate violence can rule the day in society. 

Nonviolence then becomes as rational as it is real on a reasonable timescale of its conscious 

unfolding as means to change governance from dictatorship to democracy.
58

  

 

In this view, the Kant-Cover paradox is solved during the revolution in ways that are 

unsustainable beyond the revolution. When the revolution succeeds, we are back to the reality of 

Cover’s daily meting out of pain by the judge, Kant’s death penalty tractate,[] and Weber’s state 

monopoly of violence,[] all variations of the right of the democratic state to use violence, and 

doing it as a matter of course. In a democratic state, the judge is the metaphor. During the 

revolution, there is no judge. There is only the street, and in the Revolution’s street, a judge is 

just another disgruntled citizen. The revolutionary street can be nonviolent in absolute. When the 

revolution succeeds, there is no place left for nonviolence. Justice reclaims violence in the reality 

accepted by Weber, Cover and Kant as a condition for the republic to live. For the republic needs 

physical daily coercion for its judges to function. Only the revolution can be nonviolent, and 
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only so long as it has not yet succeeded. The revolution can be absolutely nonviolent. The 

democratic state is absolutely violent. 

 

The successful revolution’s new government needs violence to function. The new government in 

the post-revolutionary state immediately needs judges. We can take this argument further 

temporally. The projection of coercive justice is very much part of the ethos of the nonviolent 

revolution.
59

 Post-revolutionary justice is therefore key, and its details require a far closer 

investigation. At this stage of the analysis, one can describe post-revolutionary justice as 

necessarily coercive. This is why only a temporal solution can salvage an absolute, flawless 

philosophy of the nonviolent revolution in a way that solves the Kant-Cover paradox.  

 

So the state is always violent domestically. Kant’s eternal peace between nations is premised on 

nations which deal death and violence every day. Only the revolution can be nonviolent which 

consciously postpones the judge’s violence when the revolutionaries come to power. It is 

absolutely nonviolent insofar as it adopts a conscious, vivid postponement of nonviolence into its 

own revolutionary-made ‘State of the has-succeeded revolution’ during the revolution. Only in 

the revolution can absolute nonviolence be salvaged, and only then can the Kantian democratic 

theory be reconciled to Cover’s the intimate coexistence of violence and the legal word. 

 

Chanting for ‘the president to be tried’ represents the most tangible application of an absolute 

theory of the nonviolent revolution. 
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